INTRODUCING

Height and Angle Adjustable Desks for Students,
Adults and Wheelchair Users. Made in the USA.

Standup Adjustable Desks
• Accommodate those who benefit by being on their feet while they work or study
• Excellent alternate to seated learning
• Adjustable height and angle work/play surface
• Two sizes: For K-3; For Grades 4-12

Standing desks may help
students be more attentive.
“Preliminary results show 12 percent greater on-task
engagement in classrooms with standing desks, which
equates to an extra seven minutes per hour of engaged
instruction time.”
Vital Record, Texas A&M University Health Science Center,
April 22, 2015

Standing desks can provide physical benefits, according
to an international professional journal:
“Standing desks could benefit children’s control of fine motor
tasks.” Gait & Posture, July 2016, Vol. 48.

Small AD-3
Tall AD-2

Wheelchair Desks
• Designed for all users including wheelchair-bound
and students with low-vision
• Adjustable angle work/play surface
• Available in 2 height adjustment ranges to
accommodate most wheelchair users

Tall/Youth AD-5

Pediatric AD-4

AlertDesk Accessories

Magnetic Rubber Strips included to
secure work to slanted surface

Optional Removable Magnetic White
Boards for all models attached with
industrial Velcro

Optional Book and Work Bag attaches
to all models on right or left

2” wide by 1” deep Removable
Pencil/Utility Tray

The Challenge: Assure Wheelchair-Bound Student Full Inclusion in School
The student’s wheelchair was a complex piece of technology. The Derry Township School District in south
central Pennsylvania needed to accommodate it in the least restrictive way so that the fifth grade student
could participate in class despite the size of his chair.

The Solution: AlertDesk

“

It is an amazing piece of
equipment. Because of all its
features, it eliminates the
need for other pieces of
equipment. He has his own
desk and it fits him.

”

Kelly Stewart, Occupational Therapist
Derry Township School District,
Hershey, Pennsylvania

The Challenge:
Providing Suitable Work Surfaces for Disabled Students

The Solution:
AlertDesk

In the Multiple Disabilities Support class at Evans Elementary
School in Limerick, Pa., part of the Montgomery County (Pa.)
Intermediate Unit, AlertDesksTM allow seven wheelchair-bound
students to get close to their work.

“I love them. They work with every kind of wheelchair.”
Denielle Brodhead, Special Education Teacher
Montgomery County (Pa.) Intermediate Unit

A standup AlertDesk is the right learning platform for this student at
an Intermediate School in New York City. A Foot Fidget helps him
expend excess energy without disrupting classmates.
The AlertDesk model AD-2 is adjustable in height to accommodate
students of all sizes in the rapid growth years from middle school
through high school, and the work surface angle can be adjusted to
suit student needs and preferences.

For this second-grader at an elementary school in New York City’s
Queens Borough, the AlertDesk takes the place of a conventional classroom desk. The optional book bag keeps books, papers, pens and pencils
out of sight, while the white magnetic strip on the work surface – supplied
with every AlertDesk – holds work in place on the slanted surface.
An AlertDesk model AD-3 sized to fit students from Kindergarten
to third grade is the solution for students like this who find it difficult to
spend an entire school day sitting in class.

AlertDesk Models

AD-3 Standup Desk Short (grades K-3)

AD-2 Standup Desk Tall (Grades 4-12)

AD-4 Pediatric Wheel Chair Desk

AD-5 Standard Wheel Chair Desk

Why Choose AlertDesk?
Versatile • Durable • Adaptable
• Work/Play Surface features standard plastic laminate top or
optional removable magnetic white board surface
• Continuously adjustable height and angle top on all models

Student is shown seated on an AlertSeat™ size small/medium model S/M-38. See www.alertseat.com

Models
FOUR MODELS TO FIT A VARIETY OF NEEDS
AD-3 Stand Up
Elementary Adjustable Desk
with 2 Wheel Tilt and Roll
Mobility and Magnetic Rubber
Clamping Strip
• Accommodates those who
need to be on their feet while
they work or study. Sized for
grades K to 3
• Excellent alternate to seated
learning with the AlertSeat
• Optional book and work bag
attaches to all desk models
• Adjusts 23” to 30.5” plus 45°
angle tilt
• Work Surface: 20”x26”

AD-2 Stand Up
Older Student Adjustable
Height and Angle Desk with 2
Wheel Tilt and Roll Mobility
and Magnetic Rubber
Clamping Strip
• Accommodates those who
need to be on their feet while
they work or study grades 4-12
• Excellent alternate to seated
learning
• Optional book and work bag
attaches to all desk models
• Adjust 34” to 50” plus 45°
angle tilt
• Work Surface: 20”x26”

AD-4 Wheelchair
Pediatric Adjustable Height
and Angle Desk with 2
Wheel Tilt and Roll Mobility
and Magnetic Rubber
Clamping Strip
• Usable desk surface – 20”x34”
• Under clearance with pencil
tray in place – 22” to 28”
• Under clearance pencil tray
removed – 23.5” to 29.5”
• Distance from the floor to the
front edge of the top work sur
face – 24.5” to 30.5”

AD-5 Wheelchair
Youth Student Adjustable
Height and Angle Desk with 2
Wheel Tilt and Roll Mobility
and Magnetic Rubber
Clamping Strip
• Usable desk surface – 20”x34”
• Under clearance with pencil
tray in place – 27” to 31.5”
• Under clearance pencil tray
removed – 28.5” to 33”
• Distance from the floor to the
front edge of the top work
surface – 29.5” to 34.5”

Specifications
MODEL

ADJUSTMENT RANGE

WEIGHT

PRICE

AD-2
AD-3
AD-4
AD-5
MAG-1632
MAG-1624
BB1
FF1

Standup Model 34”– 50”, top adjusts up to 45 degree angle
Elementary Stand Up Model – Standard 23”– 30.5”, top adjusts up to 45°
Standard Adjustable Angle Pediatric – Wheelchair -24.5”– 30.5”, top adjusts up to 45°
Standard Adjustable Angle Standard – Wheelchair -29.5”– 34.5”, top adjusts up to 45°
Removable Magnetic Whiteboard fits AD-4 and AD-5
Removable Magnetic Whiteboard fits AD-2 and AD-3
Side Mounted Bookbag Option – 12”x12”, with 2 compartments
Portable “Foot Fidget®” with 3 height adjustments, OA size 18”Lx10”Wx10”H, fits between desk uprights

46 lbs.
44 lbs.
56 lbs.
56 lbs.
7 lbs.
5 lbs.
1 lb.
2 lbs.

$559.00
$545.00
$574.00
$588.00
$84.50
$74.00
$44.50
$72.00

Adjustable Angle and Height Top

Removable Magnetic
Whiteboard Option

Shipping and Handling:
• Orders shipped assembled by motor freight or UPS if possible
• Shipping and handling charges are calculated and provided in advance
• Tracking information will be provided at the time of shipment
• Careful attention given to planning off-shore shipment

Tilt and Roll Mobility on all Desks

Optional Foot-Fidget® Shown

Newman Adaptive Warranty:
• AlertDesk™: 2 years regular use (vandalism-deliberate abuse excepted)
• Terms include our choice of repair or replacement, as appropriate

AlertDesks and accessories are manufactured in the USA by Newman Adaptive

Engineered solutions to make people stronger, healthier and more productive.
131 Welles Street, Forty Fort, PA 18704 | T: 800-640-4051 W: 570-718-1047 F: 570-718-0877 | www.alertseat.com

